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Are inclusive economic institutions important for industrialization? ais

study examines this question by focusing on persistent impacts of Japanese

colonial bank system on postwar rapid industrialization in Taiwan. ae

postwar government inherited most colonial institutions in 1945, includ-

ing extensive commercial bank networks established by local elites in the

colonial era. While postwar banking industry was controlled by the state,

the colonial bank institution still played a far-reaching role in this industry

and its capacity for boosting rapid industrialization. Using industrial cen-

suses from 1976 to 2001,We ûnd that areaswithmore nearby bank branches

in the colonial era tended to bemore industrialized. Eòects of the colonial
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bank institution have persisted through path-dependence of postwar bank

expansion. Firms close to the colonial bank networks were more likely to

get bank credit andmore capitalized, further expanding output by increas-

ing labor productivity. ae extensive colonial bank networks in part, shapes

the rural-oriented and export-oriented patterns of the postwar industrial-

ization.

keywords:　Colonialism, Bank Branch, Elite, State Capacity, Institutions,

Industrialization

1 Introduction

To which degree, and how, do inclusive institutions aòect the rapid industrialization in
East Asian economies?1 Many studies argue that a key to their success lies in eòective
central states with strong capacities.2 Is the nature of East Asian miracle hardly diòerent
from "the Soviet Union in the 1950s," or some coercive economies growing through "a
mobilization of resources that would have done Stalin proud" (Krugman, 1994)? More
generally, are central states and its associated institutions (or "state institutions") solely
suõcient to push industrialization, or dowe overlook the role of inclusive institutions in
how those "developmental states" promoted rapid industrialization?

Taiwan is a good starting point to examine those questions. Before 1949, the Chinese
Nationalist government had caused plenty of disasters in mainland China.3 Defeated in
the Chinese Civil War (1946-1949), the Nationalist government retreated to Taiwan in
1949. Just a few years later, this government turned to make an economic miracle. ae
success of Taiwan industrialization, thus, cannot be convincingly and solely attributed
to the government’s competence.

We propose a new hypothesis to explain TaiwanMiracle: the historical, inclusive in-
stitutions established in colonialTaiwan (1895-1945) have persistently shaped the postwar
development.4 aose inclusive institutions not only serve as a key to promote the capac-

1Inclusive institutions, broadly deûned, are those creating broad-based access to participants in an
economy (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012).

2For instance, Amsden (1992), Rodrik (1995), Amsden and Chu (2003), andWade (2004).
3Toname a few, hyperin�ation, intolerable corruptions,monopoly of businesses by the rulingmembers

in the government. For massive political and economic issues related to the Nationalist government in
mainland China, see Eastman (1984) and Eastman, Ch’en, Pepper, and Van Slyke (1991).

4Many studies have noticed that the Nationalist government inherited plenty of institutions that had
been well-established in the colonial period. One example is land registration system. While the Nation-
alist government had never conducted a land census in prewarmainland China, the Japanese government
ûnished it in 1905 and created a land registration system protecting private land rights as well as promot-
ing agricultural products in the colonial period (Koo, 2011). ae postwar government inherited and later
improved this land system, with the support of USA through Sino-American Joint Commission on Ru-
ral Reconstruction (JCRR) (黃樹仁, 2002). Further, the Western legal system in the colonial period also
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ity, or the "infrastructure power" (Mann, 1984), of the postwar government to promote
industrialization, but also caused citizens in both cities and rural areas, even without
political connections with the government, to share economic opportunities produced
by the rapid industrialization. Foremost amongmany well-established historical institu-
tions in Taiwan, this study focuses on ûnancial institutions, the inclusive access ofwhich
among citizens, or ûnancial deepening, is considered to be greatly important for eco-
nomic development. Speciûcally, we examine the long-run eòects of a colonial bank
institution–modern commercial bank system that established by Taiwanese elites in the
Japanese colonial period.

Bank institutions in Taiwan serve as a typical example which are inclusive in Taiwan
but restrictive, or even extractive in prewar mainland China. ae banking industry in
prewar mainland China was hardly inclusive. Numerous domestic banks in the early
20th century were established by warlords to ûnance their endless warfare.5 ae Na-
tionalist government was no exception.6 About 20% of the public revenue from 1928
to 1937 was derived through bank credit or issuing government bonds to be purchased
by domestic banks.7 ais extractive origin of banking caused prevailing state-capture. 8

ae supply of bank credit were also blamed to restrictive, because not only too few bank
branches spread in mainland China (Feuerwerker, 1983, p.111), but also those ûrms with
political connectionsweremore likely to get loans (許滌新, 1958). Even semi-oõcial pub-
lications admitted that farmers and private entrepreneurs in rural areas, who accounted
most economic activities during that time, could not have access to bank credit (朱羲
農, 1937). In short, the banking industry in prewarmainland China "failed lamentably to
carry out the function of credit creation for the development of the economy as awhole"
(Feuerwerker, 1983, p.111).

In colonialTaiwan, bank institutions underwent a remarkably diòerent path of devel-
opment. Because of weak state capacity inQing Taiwan(1683-1895), local elites emerged
as important contributors of public services for villagers. In the colonial period, while
the Japanese government replaced the role of local elites in providing public goods, the
colonial government, to seek those elites’ political support, incorporates those traditional
elites in the process ofmodernization, encouraging them to establishmodern businesses

continued to impact on the one in the postwar period (Wang, 2015). Additionally, the Japanese colonial
government did not let Japanese immigrantsmonopolize the new industries emerging in the colonial pe-
riod. Instead, the colonial government encouraged Taiwanese local elites to participate in many modern
businesses, which is crucial for our study and will be discussed in detail later.

5See杜恂誠 (1996, Ch.5).
6ae connection between bankers and Chiang Kai-shek, the leader of the Nationalist government is

the key why theNationalist government government could defeat warlords and reunify China. See Coble
(1986).

7See Eastman (1986, p.140). For precise component of public revenue and expenditure during the time,
see Tabel 20 in Feuerwerker (1983).

8In the 1930s, the Nationalist government forced several private-owned banks to accept government
bonds and later seized ownership of those banks, and by 1937, the government controlled nearly 70% of
the total banking assets (Eastman, 1986, pp.139-140).
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as a new way to service local people. In this trend of building modern businesses, there
were ûve commercial banks founded byTaiwanese elites.9 aeir branch networks spread
over both urban and rural areas of Taiwan to provide credit to Japanese and indigenous
enterprises, with the density of domestic bank branches in colonial Taiwan which was
far higher than the same index in mainland China during the same period.10 Especially
a�er 1920s,most Taiwanese farmers and businessmen could have access to formal loans
(Olds, 2018).11

As with other colonial institutions, the colonial ûnancial institutions also survived
in the postwar period. When he Nationalist government acquired Taiwan in 1945,most
commercial bank branches continued operating and providing loans to private enter-
prises a�er 1945.12 ae Nationalist government implemented a series of large-scale eco-
nomic reforms in the early 1960s, and therea�er the supply of bank credit to private
enterprises expanded rapidly. For small and medium businesses in Taiwan, among dif-
ference sources of loans, bank loans account for 65% from 1964 to 1986 and approximately
55% in the early 1990s.13

Without a Stalinist central plan to direct which corporations to acquire bank cred-
its, how can so many small, private enterprises simultaneously accumulated capital at
speed?14 Ourhypothesis suggests that because of path dependence of the postwar banks–

9aere were ûve commercial banks built by Taiwanese elites, but to be precise, only four of them es-
tablished by local elites: First Commercial and Industrial Bank (第一商工), Chang Hwa Bank (彰化銀行),
Chia-I Bank (嘉義銀行), Hsin-Kao Bank (新高銀行). Instead, Hua Nan Bank (華南銀行) was built by a
Taiwanese elite far beyond the local level. For details, see section 2.1.2.

10In 1937, there were 1627 domestic bank branches and 460million people in mainland China, with the
density about 0.35 branches per 100,000 population,while in 1945, therewere 170 domestic bank branches
and 6.2million people living in Taiwan, which was about 2.7 branches per 100,000 population.

11Bank credit also had played a trivial role in the public ûnance of colonial Taiwan until 1937. Imperial
Japan invaded China in 1937 and to sustain the warfare, the banks in colonial Taiwan began to purchased
government bonds issued by the Japanese government. Unlike prewar mainland China, however, there
was no budget deûcit in colonial Taiwan from 1937 to 1945. See吳聰敏 (2006).

12Compared to those Japanese banks where their Japanese employees were repatriated back to Japan,
the operation of those commercial bankswithmanyTaiwaneseworkers andmanagers, remained relatively
autonomous.

13See黃永仁 (1988) and楊雅惠等 (1997, Chapter 6). Chapter 2 of楊雅惠等 (1997) also indicates that
bank loans account for from 75% to 80% of loans in 1980s.

14While earlier studies like McKinnon (1973, Ch.8) noticed that the extent of ûnancial deepening in-
creased rapidly during Taiwan industrialization, few studies explained how the government achieved this
without a central plan that was adopted, for example, in South Korea during the same period. An excep-
tion is Lundberg (1979, p.278) which points out that "As with other LDCs, Taiwan inherited a relatively
advanced banking system...Branch oõceswere spread all over the island." For the postwar ûnancial system
in Taiwan, please also see Shea and Yang (1994). South Korea underwent a diòerent path, implementing
a ûnancial repression policy during early industrialization. According to Cole, Park, et al. (1983), bank
branch managers in South Korea were directly supervised by government oõcials. Possibly due to ûnan-
cial repression, bank Loans concentrated on a few big companies in South Korea. Woo (1991) suggests
that in 1983 top 333 companies in Taiwan only accounted for 18% of total bank loans, while in the same
year about 400 companies of 137 "chaebols" (large family-owned industry conglomerates) in South Korea
accounted for 70% of total bank loans, and in particular three big chaebols (Samsung, Daewoo,Hyundai)
took 10% of total bank loans.
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the postwar banks tend to expand new branches around the the colonial bank networks,
such deep and wide bank networks reduced spatial frictions of private entrepreneurs
to ûnd loans, a kind of ûnancial frictions that was pronounced for small and medium
ûrms in any developing economy.15 Some testable implications can be derived from
our hypothesis: those areas connected to the colonial bank networks should persistently
have(1)more bank branches, (2)more economic activities, and (3) higher growths of local
industrial andmanufacturing output.

Using industrial censuses which consist all non-agricultural establishments in Tai-
wan from 1976 to 2001. we exploit geographical variation of the number of prewar bank
branches to examine the persistent eòects of the colonial bank networks on township-
level economic outcomes. To address endogeneity concerns,we adopt instrumental vari-
ables approach based on "elite distance", or each township’s nearest distance to where
bank founders, who were also local political elites, lived in early colonial Taiwan. We
show that townships with more bank branches established in a 10-km distance band in
1945, and not necessary established within the townships, tended to experience branch
expansion in postwar period and, consequently, havemore industrial activities, in terms
of larger populations, more industrial or manufacturing establishments, and higher in-
dustrial or manufacturing output. We also ûnd that the path-dependence of bank ex-
pansion gets more pronounced over time, especially a�er the entry deregulation in the
banking industry in the 1990s which (1) increased the upper limit of how many branch
each bank could establish a year and (2) allowed several private bank to enter.ae persis-
tent eòects of colonial bank networks on industrialization, consequently, increase over
time, and become larger a�er the deregulation in the 1990s.

Additionally, this study tests some observable implications based on the historical
patterns of Taiwan industrialization. We show that the colonial bank networks have per-
sistent impacts on the unusual pattern in postwar Taiwan growth: rural-oriented indus-
trialization. Ho (1979) and Ranis (1979) suggest that that widespread rural industrializa-
tion is the key to postwar economic development in Taiwan.16 Our hypothesis implies
that the historical networks which penetrated deeply into many rural areas in the colo-
nial Taiwan, through post-war path dependence of branch expansion, allowed private
entrepreneurs in rural villages to get funds to establish new businesses and expand out-
put. ais implication is conûrmed by our sub-sample exercises focusing on rural areas.

15Huang (forthcoming) empirically analyzes the competition among banks in postwar Taiwan from
1969 to 2017, and ûnds thatwhile these bankswere highly regulated, each bank tends to open a new branch
nearby owned branches, suggesting the existence of economies of density. Sincemost colonial commercial
bank branches continued to operate in the postwar era, those historical branches naturally become the
"initial locations" for postwar expansion of bank networks.

16It is noteworthy that prewar industrialization in mainland China was strikingly diòerent from the
one in postwar Taiwan. Manufacturing industries were restricted to a few treaty port cites, like Shanghai
(Tawney, 1932). For the dominant role of Shanghai in industrialization of prewar China, please see Liu
(1936). In postwar Taiwan, Fei, Ranis, and Kuo (1979) notices that the growth of Taiwan is "the one with
equity."
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We furtherdemonstrate that the colonialbanknetworks also contribute to the export-
oriented pattern of Taiwan industrialization. Olds (2009) notices thatmajor export sec-
tors in Taiwan were "speed-intensive" industries, where small enterprises with �exible
production dominated. In our view, the eõcient way of allocating credit in such indus-
tries, instead of directly targeting a few big corporations, is through ûnancial interme-
diations, allowing each bank branch manager to decide which small enterprises can get
loans. Shea and Yang (1994) also suggests that the postwar government imposed selec-
tive credit polices on the banking industry.17 Our hypothesis implies that those areas
connected to the colonial bank networks, with the lower extent of spatial and ûnancial
frictions of searching and negotiating among exportingmanufacturers and branchman-
agers, should experience stronger growths in main export industries. We conûrm this
claim by showing positive eòects of the colonial bank networks on the local development
ofmain export industries.

Finally,we examinewhich channels atwork in the establishment level.18 Hsieh (2002)
indicates that not only rapid formation of capital but also growths of total factor produc-
tivity contribute to EastAsian development. Regarding capital formation, our study pro-
vides evidence that those ûrms with loans tended to expand output by acquiring more
capital inputs for example, buying more powerful machines, so they becamemore pro-
ductive in terms of higher capital inputs per worker and higher labor productivity, sug-
gesting amechanism based on the casual eòects of the colonial bank networks on capital
formation and output expansion. With respect to (Hicks-neutral) total factor produc-
tivity, we show that, controlling the diòerence among industries, ûrms with higher total
factor productivity tend to be selected by the banks to get credits, while we ûnd no evi-
dence that getting credit induces those ûrms to improve total factor productivity, which
indicates amechanism based on selection of productive ûrms. ae ûnding is also consis-
tent with Gregg (2020) that institutional arrangements which encourage private invest-
ments, in her case, incorporation law in ImperialRussia,may improve ûrmperformance
mainly through capital formation rather than improving total factor productivity.19

As a major contribution, this paper contributes to our understanding of what insti-
tutions cause East Asian industrialization.20 East Asian countries are o�en mentioned

17For example, in the 1970s, the exporting ûrms could have lower loan raters. Since the 1980s the gov-
ernment further required domestic banks to expand loans to exporting manufacturers, or any manufac-
turer in "the strategic industries." "Strategic industries" announced in the 1980s andmain export industries
indeed were highly overlapped, such as electronic manufacturing, metal-manufacturing, machinery and
equipmentmanufacturing, and transport equipmentmanufacturing.

18"Firm" and "establishment" are used exchangeably in this study, becausemost Taiwanese ûrms do not
havemultiple establishments.

19ae evidence that ûrms with higher total factor productivity tended to be selected to get credit has
far-reaching implications for aggregated total productivity growths. Buera and Shin (2013) particularly
exploits the reforms in EastAsian economies to quantify such aggregated eòects. Intuitively, the tendency
of ûnancial intermediates to select productive ûrms to get loans will reduce themisallocation of credit by
allowing those poor but productive entrepreneurs enter and survive.

20More broadly, this paper also links to empirical literature on whatmakes rise ofmanufacturing, or in
a broader sense, what causes industrialization. Some notice the importance of corporate laws, like Gregg
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as successful stories of how state capacity causes growths (e.g. Amsden and Chu, 2003;
Amsden, 1992; Rodrik, 1995; Wade, 2004).21 Rcent studies on East Asian states and its
economic impacts include Chen, Igami, Sawada, and Xiao (2019) on China’s strategy of
privatizing state-owned enterprises, and Lane (2019) on South Korea’s industrial policy
to promote infant industries. More generally, as well as particularly in relation to our
study, Gerschenkron (1962) suggests that states in less developed countries can step in
the ûnancial sector to promote industrialization, while some studies disagree with this
view (e.g. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, and Shleifer, 2002). We bring amore nuanced pic-
ture for this debate: such eòects of these government interventions also depend on the
inclusivity of bank institutions. ae banking industry in postwar Taiwan can be regard
as a key industry, or the "commanding heights" exhibiting its state capacity, and its im-
pacts on industrializationwas shaped by the inherited institution inTaiwan. In this view,
what we can learn from East AsianMiracles will be incomplete, or sometimes even mis-
guiding, if we cannot clarify under which institutional constraints a state can perform
well.

ais paper also connects to the literature on eòects of colonialism on economic de-
velopment (Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson, 2001, 2002). Dell (2010) and Dell and
Olken (2020) stress the importance of local elites for local development. ais paper pro-
vides further support to this view. InQingTaiwan, landed elites emerged to provide local
public goods for villagers, and they were encouraged by the colonial government to run
modern businesses in the colonial era. We show that such inclusivity of local elites in
modern businesses is the precondition of extensive bank networks, which persistently
contributed to local development in postwar Taiwan.

Our study shares the same interest of empirical studies on entry patterns of retail
chains (e.g. Holmes, 2011; Igami, 2011; Jia, 2008; Nishida, 2015). Generally, they have
founded that economies of density have strong impacts on retail chains’ entry deci-
sions.22 We show that the historical bank institution, in a large part, persisted by the
path-dependence of postwar bank expansion. On top of that, we exploit the historical
entry pattern of banks to construct the elite-distance instrument in this study, which is
based on the coincidence that in colonial Taiwan bank founders were also local political
elites. ais empirical strategymay be generalized to other developing economies where
local elites are deeply involved in modern businesses.

Finally, our study contributes to the literature of ûnancial deepening (McKinnon,

(2020). Some ûnd that transportation infrastructure are crucial, fro example, Hornbeck and Rotemberg
(2019) on railroad expansion inUSA.A study that is close to our ûndings is Bau andMatray (2020)which
illustrates that, in India, liberalization of capitalmarket increasesmanufacturing productivity and reducing
capital misallocation there.

21Recent empirical studies on state capacity also raise East Asian countries as a typical model. See Dell,
Lane, and Querubin (2018) and Acemoglu, Garcia-Jimeno, and Robinson (2015).

22To enjoy cost advantages as a result of economies of density, retail chains, either big-box format (Wal-
mart) or small-store format (like 7-11), tend to (1) expand store close to its headquarter or distribution
centers and (2) open a new store near old ones in a region.
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1973; Shaw, 1973). Schumpeter (1934) proposes that ûnancial systems are crucial for eco-
nomic development, and several empirical studies conûrm his observation (King and
Levine, 1993; Rajan and Zingales, 1998). Our emphasis on bank branch networks draws
insights from the literature particularly emphasizing ûnancial intermediates. Previous
empirical studies in this strand, e.g. Jayaratne and Strahan (1996), emphasize the role of
branch in a mature economy like USA. Recently, Nguyen (2019) ûnds that closure of a
few brancheswill persistently harm local economy, through hurting small business own-
ers who rely on face-to-face negotiations in branches to get loans. We show that even in
a developing economy, like Taiwan between 1976 to 2001, ûnancial intermediates and its
spatial conûguration play a far-reaching role in industrialization.

In the following, Section 2 provides background knowledge and section 3 introduces
data. Section 4 presents township-level evidence of persistent eòects of the colonial bank
networks that evolvewith self-reinforcing patterns. Section 5 turns to examine how these
persistent eòects pass through to ûrm performance. Section 6 concludes.

2 Historical Background

2.1 Overview of Commercial Bank System in Colonial Taiwan

2.1.1 The Changing Role of Local Elites

Local governments in Qing Taiwan were very weak, so provision of public goods were
in private hands. Villagers o�en needed to supply local defense and irrigation facilities
by themselves.23 In many villages, some local elites emerged to coordinate those public
aòairs. As the Japanese government took Taiwan in 1895, many rebellions prevailed in
rural areas. so the colonial government soon turned to seek the support of those local
elites. In October 1896, the colonial government publicly recognized the social status of
indigenous elites by issuing Shenzhang (紳章) to those local elites.24 Based on鷹取田一

郎 (1916), the colonial oõcials also involved those local elites in municipal administra-
tion, such as village heads (庄長) or village councilors.

ae Japanese government also encouraged those elites to invest in new projects of
building public infrastructure, to illustrate, to invest in new oõcial irrigation facilities
or in expanding rural roads. aose local elites were also involved in establishing mod-
ern business.25 When the colonial oõcials tried to promote modern businesses, such
as railroads and commercial banks, they found that many Japanese capitalists were not

23See al. (2020) for such phenomenon and its implication on land transactions in Qing Taiwan.
24In 1915, Ando Teibi (安東貞美), the Governor-General of Taiwan initiated a project to record names,

addresses, and social contributions to villagers of those elites receiving Shenzhang. Such biographies of
1020 local elites are published by the colonial government in 1916. See鷹取田一郎 (1916).

25See張家綸 (2017)’s great historical account on this process in central Taiwan during the colonial pe-
riod.
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interested in investing in Taiwan, because the Japanese capitalists tended to invest in
Japanese Korea (1910-1945) rather than Taiwan. aus, the colonial oõcials in Taiwan
turned to search entrepreneurs and funds from the indigenous elites. For instance, in
the colonial transportation sectors, many new ûrms in bus industry and push-car rail-
way industry were established by local capitalists.26

2.1.2 Commercial Banks in Colonial Taiwan

To build amodern ûnancial system in Taiwan, the Imperial Diet of the Japanese empire
passed the Bank Act of Taiwan in 1897, and the Bank of Taiwan (台灣銀行) was estab-
lished and authorized as the central bank in 1899. ae Bank of Taiwan, at the same time,
performed commercial banking business.27 As a result of the Bank Act of Taiwan, there
was a trend in Taiwan for building modern commercial banks.28 ae Taiwan Bank of
Saving (台灣貯蓄銀行) was established for the ûrst time by the Japanese elites in Taiwan
in 1899.29 ae Japan Kangyo Bank (日本勸業銀行) also extended its branches in Taiwan
in 1920s.30

Most commercial banks in colonial Taiwan, however, were established by Taiwanese
people. Five commercial banks were established and operated by the Taiwanese: First
Commercial and Industrial Bank (第一商工, henceforth First Bank), Chang Hwa Bank
(彰化銀行), Chia-I Bank (嘉義銀行), Hsin-Kao Bank (新高銀行), Hua Nan Bank (華南

銀行).31

Similar to other modern businesses mentioned above, the government encouraged
elites to establish commercial banks to gain their support. For example, the founder of
the First Bankwas a local elitewho led rebellion in Pingtung in the early colonial period.
Also,many local elites in rural areas received the bonds as compensation for land reform
in 1904: the elimination of ta-tsu owners.32 At the same time, Japanwas inwar of Russia.
aose local elites feared that Japan may lose the war and failed to repay the bonds. To

26See陳家豪 (2017)’s recent study on development of bus industry in colonial Taiwan.
27ae duality of the Bank of Taiwan served as a prelude to Showa ûnancial crisis in 1927, because Suzuki

Shoten, a huge Japanese company at the center of the crisis, got huge amount of loans from the Bank of
Taiwan. Such dual identities of the Bank of Taiwan persisted in the postwar period until 1961.

28Osaka Churitsu Bank actually had opened one branch in Taiwan before the Bank Act of Taiwan.
29ae Taiwan Bank of Saving was also rebuilt second time in 1920.
30See葉榮鐘 (2002).
31aere are other two banks, Taiwan Commercial Bank and Taiwan Agricultural and Industrial Bank,

opened by the Taiwanese in early 1900s, but they were soon liquidated just a�er they were established.
32InQing Taiwan,much of land had two owners: ta-tsu owners (large rent right owners) and hsiao-tsu

owners (small rent right owners). It was mainly hsiao-tsu owners who cultivated and invested in land,
while ta-tsu owners could receive a ûxed rent from what hsiao-tsu owners produced. ae colonial gov-
ernment felt this two-owner system too complicated and ineõcient, so it implemented a reform in 1904
to eliminate ta-tsu by compensating ta-tsu owners 30-year government bonds at 5% interest rate for their
losses. For the relationship between formation of banks and ta-tsu, see葉榮鐘 (2002). For ta-tsu rights
and its economic implications in Qing Taiwan, see吳聰敏 (2017).
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appease those eliteswho just experienced land reforms. the colonial government invited
them to use government bonds as collateral to establish new businesses, which resulted
in the foundation of Chang Hwa Bank and Chia-I Bank in 1905 (葉榮鐘, 2002).

We present detailed biographies of such ûver commercial banks and their founders
in appendix A. To summarize the biographies, the key features to those banks and their
founders are the following: (1) Except Hua Nan Bank, those banks were founded by
local political elites, (2) they were established to service local entrepreneurs in colonial
Taiwan, irrespective Japanese ones or Taiwanese ones, and (3) many of those banks, in
order tomeet new business opportunities in bigger cities, oncemoved their headquarters
away from where their founders lived, whilemany new bank branches were still tended
established near their founders. We will utilize these key observations in our empirical
section.

2.2 Commercial Banks in Postwar Taiwan

2.2.1 Inheritance and the In�uence of Taiwanese Bankers

Taiwan shi�ed to the hand of the Chinese Nationalist government in 1945, and the new
government soon reorganized the colonial ûnancial institutions. For those banks estab-
lished by the Japanese, the government took over the Bank of Taiwan andmerged itwith
the Taiwan Saving Bank and branches of the Sanwa Bank. ae branches of the Japan
Kangyo Bank were taken by Land Bank of Taiwan.33

For the commercial banks, some historical documents indicated that Taiwan provin-
cial administrative executive oõce (1945-1947) originally planned to keep only one com-
mercial banks operating and shut down others. ae Taiwanese bankers, once learning
this news, began tomake eòorts in changing their fates. For example, the founder ofHua
Nan Bank, Lin Hsiung-cheng, �ew to Nanjing City in 1946 to meet the president and
the premier of the Nationalist government: Chiang Kai-shek and Soong Tse-ven (1894-
1971).34 A�er the meeting, three colonial commercial banks, First Commercial Bank,
Chang Hwa Bank, and Hua Nan Bank were permitted to continue operating, although
the government took the shares of those banks originally belonging to the Japanese.35

As the Nationalist government took the shares of those banks, it extended its politi-
cal control over those commercial banks which were private-owned in colonial Taiwan.
Since then, the banking industry has been under the control of the Nationalist govern-
ment. Some bureaucrats of the new government or members of KMT were elected as
new chairperson of those banks, but most managers and employees of the three com-

33See臺灣銀行 (1991) and葉榮鐘 (2002).
34aemanagerwho accompanied Lin Hsiung-cheng in thismeeting provide a ûrst-hand account of the

process. See華南銀行 (1987).
35Separately, Lin Hsien-tang (林獻堂), who took charge of Chang Hwa Bank during that time, also

lobbied the oõcials of the Nationalist government. See林偉盛、何鳳嬌 (2014).
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mercial banks remained, and each branch continued operating in a way similar to that
in the colonial period.36

2.2.2 Reforms in late 1950s and early 1960s

While in the early postwar period, domestic bankswere permitted to supply credit to pri-
vate enterprises, their credit supply was restrictive because the Nationalist government,
in fear of hyperin�ation,maintained a credit-contraction policy. To further enforce this
policy, Economic Stabilization Board (經濟安定委員會), a commission to coordinate
economic polices from 1953 to 1958, established a special group, Bank Loan Supervision
Team (銀行放款督導小組) in 1956, to supervise each bank’s supply of credits.37

In late 1950s, Yin chung-jung (尹仲容),whowas called "Taiwan Economic Tsar", and
other economic oõcials led the government to initiate a series of reforms. Firstly they
pushed the deregulation of foreign exchange to encourage exports in 1958. To respond
USA’s recommendations of further reforms in 1958, theNationalist government claimed
"Nineteen-point Reform Program" (十九點財經改革方案措施) in 1959, a reform agenda
aiming to facilitate private investments, either domestic or foreign. As a result, in 1960,
the government legislated "Statute for the Encouragement of Investment" (獎勵投資條
例).38

Encouraged by such a reform, the Provincial Council organized a conference (工商

金融座談會) for private entrepreneurs and bankers in the same year. Due to the credit-
contraction policy in 1950s, many private businesses suòered from shortage of cred-
its, even for the "star" industry-the textile industry which was dominated by mainland
Chinese capitalists. aosemainland Chinese capitalists, together with prominent KMT
members in Provincial Council, urged the government to relax credit restrictions. Yin
chung-jung , as themain economic oõcial leading the reforms, also took charge of Bank
of Taiwan at the time. He not only attended the conference but also replied to those
textile capitalists and Provincial councilors by promising that expansion of credit supply
would be possible if private businesses could expand production.39

aanks to the aforesaid reforms, the credit-contraction policy ûnally ended.40 Prior
to the reforms, the Bank of Taiwan mainly provided credit to public businesses, and the
oõcials in the headquarter determined which private ûrm, like textile capitalists, could
have access to its loans. ae loans to private businesses of the Bank of Taiwan started to
increase since the reforms, and it even allowed each branch manager to decide who to

36Some modern industries were mainly operated by the Japanese, so they were deeply harmed when
the Nationalist government forcefully repatriatedmost Japanese residents in Taiwan.

37See華南銀行 (1987, pp.372-373) for the role of Bank Loan Supervision Team during this period.
38See郭岱君 (2015) for this historical episode.
39See for尹仲容 (1963) for Yin chung-jung’s speech in this conference and his reply to textile capitalists

and Provincial councilors.
40See華南銀行 (1987, p.372) for the end of Bank Loan Supervision Team.
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get loans in 1963.41 In 1965, its credit supply to the private sector converged to the public
sector. 42 For the three commercial banks, the government stopped scrutinizing their
credit supply. Compared to 1960,ae credit supply of three commercial banks doubled
in 1965, and continued growing.43

In short, the reforms in this period ceased the suòocation of credit markets in the
1950s. Since then,managers of those bank branches to hadmore power to decide whom
and howmuch to loan, and the extensive bank branches began to reduce spatial frictions
of Taiwanese entrepreneurs to search funds.

2.2.3 Postwar Regulations andDeregulation onBank Branch Expansion in the 1990s.

ae postwar banking industry in Taiwan is still highly restricted and most banks are
owned by the local, provincial, or the central government. ae government started to
deregulate the entry restrictions of new banks in 1990, so 16 new private commercial
banks entered from 1991 to 1993. ae number of banks increased from 25 in 1990 to 54
in 2000.

Although few new banks entered before 1991, incumbent banks were allowed to ex-
pand branch networks with regulations. Each domestic bank originally could at most
open three branches a year and turn to open atmost ûve branches a�er 1993. It is note-
worthy that before the deregulation of bank entry in the1990s,most postwar incumbent
banks were those operating in colonial Taiwan.44 Especiallymost branches of commer-
cial banks belonged to the aforesaid three commercial banks surviving in the colonial
period.45

2.2.4 Path Dependence of Postwar Branch Expansion

Figure 1 demonstrates that the colonial bank networks deeply in�uence spatial conûgu-
ration of postwar bank expansion. Bold black dots represent locations of prewar com-
mercial bank branches. Many new branches are opened around prewar bank networks.
It is also noticeable that many areas in 1976, especially rural ones, only have branches
established in the colonial period.

Does deregulation of bank entry in 1990s break or reinforce the path dependence?
41See臺灣銀行 (1991).
42See臺灣銀行 (1991).
43See華南銀行 (1987, p.392), and彰化銀行 (1967, p.288-289).第一銀行 (1969).
44ais subsection is largely drawn from Huang (forthcoming).
45Before 1990, there were two new commercial banks established by mainland Chinese businessmen:

the Bank ofOverseasChinese and the ShanghaiCommercial and Savings Bank. However, such two banks
only open a very few branches in cities in Taiwan. In 1971, Among six branches of Bank of Overseas
Chinese, ûve were located in Taipei; the Shanghai Commercial and Savings Bank had two branches in
Taipei and one branch in Kaohsiung. aat is, all branches of commercial banks in rural areas in Taiwan
before 1990 were established by such three colonial commercial banks.
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Figure 2 suggests that a�erderegulation in 1990s the colonialbanknetworkshave stronger
impacts of spatial conûguration of postwar branches. Bold black dots still represent loca-
tions of prewar commercial bank branches. Blue dots representwhere postwar branches
opened in the current year, while purple dots are ones established before the current
year. It illustrates thatmany bank branches emerge a�er the deregulation, and locations
ofmany new branches are peripheral to the boundary of existing networks.

Overall, it suggests theNationalist government’s policy, either through regulations or
deregulation, is hardly path-breaking; rather, theNationalist government in�uences Tai-
wan through the existing institutional legacies. Empirical analysis in this paper further
supports this argument.

3 Data

3.1 Township-level Geographical Information

ae geographical information of each township is drawn a project of government open
data in Taiwan.46 ae township boundary is provided by National Land Surveying and
Mapping Center of Ministry of the Interior. To create consistent boundaries over time,
some townships are combined.47

3.2 Bank Branch Data

ae data of postwar locations of bank branches rely on what is manually collected by
Huang (forthcoming),mainly based on “Organizational Change of Financial Institutes”
(金融機構組織動態) published by the Central Bank of Taiwan monthly on the journal
ReferenceMaterials of Financial Business (金融業務參考資料). aemonthly documents
record status changes of all ûnancial institutions in Taiwan a�er 1969. When a bank
branch opens or closes, the documents will state its bank name, address, and opening or
closing date. For branches without status changes, their locations do not appear in the
monthly documents. Also, some status changes a�er 1969 aremissing in thosemonthly
records. To address those missing records, Huang (forthcoming) utilizes many addi-
tional data sources, including annual ûnancial statements of banks listed inTaiwan Stock
Exchange, Financial Institutions BusinessOperationsAnnualReports, several anniversary
books on bank history, and information from the website of Bank Bureau of Financial
Supervisory Commission.

ae data of locations of prewar bank branches are collected from those anniversary
books of bank history, including華南銀行 (1987),彰化銀行 (1967), and第一銀行 (1999).

46See Data.Gov.Tw.
47Precisely,新竹市東區 and新竹市北區 are combined. 嘉義市東區 and嘉義市西區 are combined. 臺

北市信義區 and臺北市松山區 are also combined. aus we have 365 township observations for each year.
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(a) Colonial Commercial Bank Branches in 1945

(b) Bank Branches in 1976

Figure 1: Prewar and Postwar Bank Networks
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(a) Bank Branches in 1986

(b) Bank Branches in 1996

Figure 2: Bank Branches before and a�er deregulation in 1990.
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In the postwar era, those commercial banks established in colonial Taiwan will publish
anniversary books of own history for every 10 years. aose books provide chronicles
listing branch expansion. We construct a list of prewar bank branches by identifying
those branches opened before October 1945.

3.3 Firm Data

We construct a repeated cross-section ûrm-level dataset from Industrial and Commer-
cial Census (henceforth, Industrial Census) collected by Statistical Bureau of Executive
Yuan in Taiwan in 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, and 2001. ae Taiwan Provincial Gov-
ernment conducted the ûrst Industrial Census in Taiwan in 1954 and the second one in
1961. From the third IndustryCensus in 1961, Bureau of ExecutiveYuanwould conduct a
new round of ûrm census every ûve years. Census data are now gathered byDirectorate-
General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics of Executive Yuan and are available from
Survey Research Data Archive (SRDA) in Taiwan.

ae advantage of Industrial censuses lies in its wide scope. ae censuses not only
covermost industries, except the agriculture, forestry, ûshery, and animal husbandry,48

but also record all business units, either private or public, with ûxed business premises
and operation equipments. Its wide scope implies that many enterprises that may be
considered "informal" are also included in the census data, and our analysis of industri-
alization can take into account those small and informal ûrms that are important for a
rapid developing economy.

ae earliest establishment-level data available for academic research is Industrial
Census in 1976. ae censuses record each establishment’s input and output information
for the census year: employment,wage bills revenue, book value of the capital stock, and
expenditures on several types of intermediate inputs. Each Industrial Census since 1976
contains other variables that are crucial for this study, but due to conûdential concerns,
the available panel datasets provided by Statistical Bureau do not contain some of those
variables. Most key variables areonly contained in each cross-sectiondatasetprovided by
Statistical Bureau. aus, we construct a repeated cross-section dataset from each cross-
section datasets from Industry Census in 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, and 2001. In this
repeated cross-section dataset, we can identify a ûrm’s location in the township level,
which industry it belongs to, its age, whether it pays the interest on loans, whether it is
private or public, whether it registers itself as a company, and so on.49

48ae census data for such four industries are available in Census of Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery and
Animal Husbandry, which are also taken by Statistical Bureau of Executive Yuan in Taiwan.

49Census of 1976 does not contain age.
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3.4 Construction of Key Variables

3.4.1 Input and Output

In our baseline identiûcation, for ûrm i in township j, industry s, and year t, we identify
ûrm output, Yi jst , by de�ating revenue by the wholesale price index(WPI, henceforth)
during the census year. Similarly, we construct capital inputs, Ki jst , andmaterial inputs,
Mi jst , by de�ating book value of capital stocks and total expenditures of intermediate
inputs by the WPI of the census year, respectively. For other speciûcations of measur-
ing three variables, we replace the general WPI by the industry-speciûc WPI which is
available up in 2-digit industry-code level. Another speciûcation of measuring Ki jst is
de�ating book value of capital stocks by theWPI speciûc to capital products. No speci-
ûcation is perfect, because we cannot observe ûrm-level input prices and output prices.
We will present empirical results based on the baseline identiûcation for simplicity. Us-
ing other speciûcations does not changemain results.

3.4.2 Total Factor Productivity

I measure total factor productivity by assuming that each establishment i in year t and
in industry j uses the following Cobb-DouglassHicks-neutral technology:

Yi jst = e t f p i jstLα lit jK
αk
i jstM

αm
i jst

Speciûcally, I assume it is gross output production function(containing intermediate in-
puts) rather than value-added one, because Gandhi, Navarro, Rivers, et al. (2017) men-
tions that using value-added production will overestimate heterogeneity of productiv-
ity among ûrms. Although empirical studies of industrial organization have developed
some econometricmethods to address "transmission bias" of using OLS to estimate pro-
duction function (Marschak and Andrews, 1944). Since my data are repeated cross-
sectional, I cannot utilize the control function approach that relies on time-series varia-
tion of panel data structure to account for endogeneity issues.50

To estimate total factor productivity, I begin by running OLS with respect to the log
production function in each industry with year ûxed eòects, and take residuals (plus
constant term) as t f pi jst . As robustness checks, I also compute total factor productivity
based on factor shares, but aswith observations in Syverson (2011), usingwhichmeasure
does not change conclusions of empirical results.

50See Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015), and
more recently, Gandhi, Navarro, and Rivers (2020). For the review of the literature, see Ackerberg,
Benkard, Berry, and Pakes (2007).
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3.4.3 Loan Dummy Variable

To identify whether a ûrm currently accessing credits,we construct an indicator variable
Loani jst based on whether a ûrm pays interest on loans during the census year. If a ûrm
pays interest, the indicator variable Loan = 1 and otherwise Loan =0.aisway of identify
ûrms’ current access to credit involves measurement errors if some ûrms can get loans
at the zero interest rate. Fortunately, over-the-counter interest rates were regulated to
a certain degree in postwar Taiwan and the interest rates kept above zero from 1976 to
2001. Consequently, the identiûcation here may not overly underestimate how many
ûrms accessing credit.

3.5 Township-Level Key Variables

To measure number of bank branches, we use township as a geographical unit. ae dis-
tance between centroids of two townships is approximately 5 kilometers. For the follow-
ing, BN jt denotes the number of contemporary bank branches in a township j for each
year t.

To quantify geographical variation of "exposure" of the colonial bank network" in
each township, wemeasure CB jt as he number of prewar branches in a 10-km distance
band.51

Township-level populations, Pop jt , are measured as registered populations. Regis-
tered population in 1955 are recorded in Household Registration Statics of Taiwan (臺灣
省戶籍統計要覽).52 Registered population data in 1976 are recorded in Taiwan-Fukien
Demographic Fact Book Republic of China (中華民國臺閩地區人口統計), while popu-
lations a�er 1980 are provided in Monthly Bulletin of Interior Statistics (內政部統計月
報).

Other key variables in town-ship analysis, include the number of industrial estab-
lishments, N ind

jt , the number of manufacturing establishments, Nmanu
jt , the number of

establishments having loans, N loan
jt , industrial output, Y ind

jt , andmanufacturing output,
Ymanu
jt ,aose variables are directly summed up by establishment-level variables.

3.6 Summary Statistics

Table 1 shows township-level summary statistics. Column 1 reports summary statistics in
a pooled sample, while other columns report ones in each census year. Tabel 2 presents

51Some prewar branches are only recored in township-level without precise addresses in bank’s own
publications. To address this issue, when computing the number ofprewar branches of a townshipwith 10
kilometers,we sum up its own number fo prewar branches and the numbers of prewar branches in nearby
townships whose centroids are located within 10-km distance band.

52ae .csv ûle is provided by Kelly Olds in臺灣歷史統計, a website collecting historical statistical data
of Taiwan.
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establishment-level summary statistics in a pooled sample and in each census year. Table
3 reports establishment-level summary statistics in manufacturing subsamples.

Table 1: Township-Level Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Pooled 1976 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

CB j 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74
(2.271) (2.274) (2.274) (2.274) (2.274) (2.274) (2.274)

BN jt 5.00 2.22 2.96 3.52 4.50 7.45 9.33
(13.11) (5.739) (6.927) (8.067) (10.29) (17.35) (21.02)

Pop jt 55047.93 47193.52 49846.45 54271.82 57162.46 59693.95 62119.35
(71799.9) (61183.8) (58569.7) (70410.9) (76455.2) (78245.6) (82079.2)

N ind
jt 2144.14 1227.38 1450.13 1749.25 2115.69 3599.73 2690.98

(3954.2) (1928.5) (2324.9) (2928.1) (3695.1) (6241.9) (4405.4)

Nmanu
jt 347.31 203.80 257.74 338.93 413.05 443.82 421.90

(666.3) (384.7) (464.7) (613.8) (767.7) (825.6) (775.2)

Y ind
jt 40411.06 7603.48 8560.99 21404.92 37920.10 89232.72 76564.05

(177411.0) (27562.5) (40701.9) (73276.5) (124277.1) (296753.9) (265904.0)

Ymanu
jt 22083.58 5377.45 5330.66 14790.47 22574.68 45357.40 38481.47

(70125.9) (17455.3) (24079.3) (38973.2) (55272.4) (114712.6) (96787.5)

N loan
jt 300.51 94.76 149.44 157.34 241.27 672.46 487.76

(780.8) (206.1) (342.2) (391.2) (533.2) (1414.7) (897.3)

Loan% 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.15
(0.0713) (0.0551) (0.0597) (0.0520) (0.0681) (0.0501) (0.0720)

N 2190 365 365 365 365 365 365
mean coeõcients; sd in parentheses
Y ind
i j and Ymanu

i j are in 2016 NTD in millions.
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Table 2: Firm-level Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Pooled 1976 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

Loani jst 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.19 0.18
(0.348) (0.271) (0.304) (0.287) (0.318) (0.390) (0.385)

Yi jst 18847.20 6194.88 5903.61 12236.66 17923.25 24788.70 28452.16
(698637.3) (220620.6) (344797.2) (379281.1) (538792.1) (864298.8) (955126.2)

Li jst 8.97 10.53 10.45 10.20 9.51 7.29 8.50
(103.0) (114.4) (114.0) (110.9) (110.6) (88.56) (97.68)

(K/L)i jst 3297.86 511.75 811.78 983.18 2513.74 5983.18 4385.08
(24675.8) (1563.2) (2651.5) (11891.8) (19456.2) (30640.2) (34937.0)

Mi jst 8765.78 4845.74 3740.11 5919.46 7037.92 12533.72 11358.89
(408632.1) (187801.2) (264445.0) (199047.0) (262629.8) (485867.7) (586786.1)

Age 8.75 6.85 7.28 8.33 9.30 10.30
(9.036) (7.908) (7.892) (8.698) (9.238) (9.897)

t f pi jst 2.77 2.83 2.79 2.77 2.73 2.79 2.71
(0.665) (0.794) (0.754) (0.668) (0.647) (0.659) (0.556)

N 4665653 434493 527847 634976 772228 1313903 982206
mean coeõcients; sd in parentheses
Yi jst , (K/L)i jst , M i jst are in 2016 NTD in thousands.
Census in 1976 does not contain ûrms’ ages.

Table 3: Firm-level Summary Statistics (Manufacturing)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Pooled 1976 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

Loani jst 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.29
(0.421) (0.375) (0.403) (0.399) (0.401) (0.443) (0.453)

Yi jst 63580.39 26385.63 20680.43 43635.73 54649.73 1.0e+05 91204.90
(1265022.7) (513885.3) (703875.5) (662451.8) (931677.8) (1765108.9) (1716293.6)

Li jst 24.58 33.46 29.62 29.09 22.80 19.60 20.73
(158.7) (197.1) (190.3) (167.4) (148.6) (136.1) (140.2)

(K/L)i jst 2093.38 410.74 596.12 665.16 1844.52 4194.44 2965.79
(11301.3) (1412.8) (1357.8) (1467.4) (5384.2) (23098.9) (4833.2)

Mi jst 35104.97 22295.06 15316.01 23152.24 25354.70 64821.66 40996.34
(758898.0) (444716.5) (593905.2) (370100.4) (460179.4) (1021253.7) (1050481.5)

Age 9.02 6.18 7.04 8.00 9.85 12.46
(8.115) (6.750) (7.194) (7.556) (8.037) (8.818)

t f pi jst 2.12 2.08 2.11 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13
(0.351) (0.401) (0.421) (0.362) (0.331) (0.371) (0.248)

N 755797 72146 93826 123040 150774 162009 154002
mean coeõcients; sd in parentheses
Yi jst , (K/L)i jst , M i jst are in 2016 NTD in thousands.
Census in 1976 does not contain ûrms’ ages.
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4 Empirical Analysis of Township-Level Data

ais section empirically analyzes the persistence eòects of the colonial commercial bank
networks in the township-level data. To measure the relationship between the postwar
economic performance of a township and geographical variation of the colonial bank
networks, our empirical analysis begins by estimating the following speciûcation:

y jt = dt +β0CB j+
2001
∑
1976

βt ⋅dt ×CB j+γX jt +dCounty +є jt (1)

j indexes townships, t indexes census years, dt denotes year ûxed eòects, dCounty de-
notes county ûxed eòects, X jt denote township-level control variables if included, and
the outcome y jt represents economic variables of interest. CB j represents geographical
variation of the colonial bank networks. For each township j, CB j is the number of com-
mercial bank branches in a 10-km distance band in the end of Japanese colonial era. In
particular, we interpret that β0 is a "persistent component" capturing the cross-sectional
variation among townships that is ûxed in the postwar industrialization, and βt is a "dy-
namic component" varying across census periods, with β1976 normalized to zero.

ae �exible speciûcation above has an advantage in exploring evolution of persistent
eòects. If such eòects are only important in the initial period of industrialization or
even decline along with industrialization, then we expect to ûnd β0 > 0 and βt < 0. If
persistent eòect of colonial bank networks are not onlymaterialized in the initial period
but also self-reinforcing later, thenwe expect to ûnd both β0 > 0 and βt > 0. Moreover, If
persistent eòects are rather stable over time, then we expect to ûnd β0 > 0 and βt = 0. It
is also possible that historical institutions harm early stages of industrialization but play
an important role in later development, and in this case we expect to observe β0 ≤ 0 and
βt > 0.

Table 4 reports OLS estimates of equation 1. BN jt in column 1 is the number of
bank branches in a township during a census year. For measuring of local industrial
activities,we use use Pop jt , township population as outcome variable in column 2, N ind

jt ,
the number of non-agricultural establishments of a township in a year in column 3, and
Nmanu

jt , the number of manufacturing establishment of a township in a year in column
4. To gauge eòects on industrial growths, our outcome variables are Y ind

jt , aggregated
output of all non-agricultural establishments of a township in a year in column 5 and
Y ind
jt , aggregated output ofmanufacturing establishments in column 6.

Column 1 examines the relationship between the geographical variation of prewar
bank networks and the number of postwar bank branch of each township. ae OLS es-
timates suggest the path-dependence of postwar bank expansion. Townships with more
prewar branches in a 10-km distance band persistently have more bank branches. ae
positive correlations get even larger over time ( βt > 0), especially a�er the bank-entry
deregulation in 1990s.
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Columns 2, 3, and 4 further suggest that those townshipswithmore prewar branches
within 10-km distance band also persistently have more economic activities, in terms
of larger populations andmore business establishments, including manufacturing ones.
ae positive correlations also get larger over time. Column 5 and 6 turn to measure the
relationship between the colonial bank networks and postwar industrial production of
each township over time. Initially, the townshipswhich are exposed to the colonial bank
networks have less output, while they latter experience stronger growths of industrial
andmanufacturing output since the 1980s.

Table 4: OLS Estimates of Eòects of Colonial Networks on Postwar Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BN jt Pop jt N ind

jt Nmanu
jt Y ind

jt Ymanu
jt

CB j (β0) 0.770∗∗∗ 11308.7∗∗∗ 349.3∗∗∗ 90.71∗∗∗ -6919.6∗ -713.1
(0.220) (1653.2) (71.71) (20.47) (3938.4) (1440.5)

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 0.346 4698.8∗∗ 151.9 27.63 2552.9 1002.3
(0.273) (2384.8) (98.60) (26.92) (4438.0) (2060.4)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 0.662∗∗ 7712.4∗∗∗ 370.8∗∗∗ 69.71∗∗ 10352.2∗ 5461.2∗∗
(0.285) (2617.6) (110.7) (30.26) (5321.4) (2329.8)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 1.296∗∗∗ 9705.9∗∗∗ 628.6∗∗∗ 96.41∗∗∗ 23079.3∗∗∗ 9358.7∗∗∗
(0.366) (2815.8) (138.3) (36.78) (7469.0) (2844.4)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 3.421∗∗∗ 9945.7∗∗∗ 1459.8∗∗∗ 106.5∗∗∗ 65150.6∗∗∗ 23481.7∗∗∗
(0.679) (2822.1) (213.9) (37.58) (17888.4) (5754.0)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 4.731∗∗∗ 10934.7∗∗∗ 865.7∗∗∗ 92.51∗∗∗ 55163.5∗∗∗ 17712.0∗∗∗
(0.811) (2900.3) (152.4) (35.29) (16069.2) (4612.7)

Observations 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190
Robust standard errors in parentheses
All regressions include year ûxed eòects and county ûxed eòects. Panel B presents OLS estimates of equation (1).
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

ae overall results in Table 4 support our hypothesis that the colonial bank networks
as an inclusive institutions have long-run positive eòects in Taiwan. However, both pos-
itive and negative selection biases in OLS estimates lead to endogeneity concerns of the
results. On the one hand, OLS estimates are possibly biased upward as a result of com-
mercial clusters which had been formed in the Qing era, possibly due to treaty ports
established in the 1860s. As emphasized in section 2.2,most commercial banks in colo-
nial Taiwan were private-owned and thus proût-oriented, so theymay expanded toward
regions with more commercial activities. aose regions as a historical lucrative market
may be still lucrative in the postwar period, and consequently there are more postwar
economic activities, which makes our OLS estimates biased upward.53

53For example, there were some colonial bank branches in Kaohsiung, which was one of treaty ports in
Qing Taiwan. As argued by Jia (2014), treaty ports in Qing mainland China still have better development
today. Further, Bleakley and Lin (2012)’s portage example in USA shows that past commercial clusters
itself causemore business activities in the future.
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On the other hand, less obviously, OLS estimates may also suòer from negative se-
lection biases. aere are two reasons why negative selection may occur. First, produc-
tion of agricultural commodities, including rice, tea, or sugar, play themajor role in the
economy of colonial Taiwan. aus, regions with more prewar bank branches were likely
to concentrate in production of those agricultural products. aose areas may stick to
the agricultural industries andmore food-processing industries, but neither agricultural
industries nor food-processing industries were the growing ones during the postwar in-
dustrialization, so ûrms there possibly responded to new economic opportunitiesmuch
slower than other regions in the postwar era because it took higher adjustment costs of
transiting to new industries.54 Second, those areaswithmore prewar bank brancheswere
also developed earlier. Without reconstruction, deteriorated public infrastructures and
crowded spacemay curb local development there.55 For example,Manga(nowWanhua)
is one of earliest developed regions in theQing era but it has been the poorest district in
Taipei in the postwar period.

4.1 Instrumental Variables Approach

Our identiûcation strategy to address those endogeneity issues relies on the instrument
variables approach. ae OLS estimates above in its nature share a similar endogeneity
concern with empirical literature on entry of large retail chains like Wal-mart: ûrms
tend to enter growing markets and exit declining ones. In our setting, even historical
bank entry happened in the colonial period, the selection bias may still persist today.
To construct a plausible instrument, we rely on an insight drawn from those empirical
studies of retail entry such as Jia (2008) and Holmes (2011). aey ûnd that, for saving
costs ofmanagement or distribution, a retail chain tends to expandmore stores near its
headquarter or open a new store near old ones. aat is, distancesmatter.

To address the endogeneity issue, we needed to ûnd a cost-shi�er as an instrument
that is relevant to (historical) bank branch expansion, but orthogonal to unobserved
factors in�uencing local demand conditions of bank credit. A potential instrument is
each township’s distance tonearesthistorical headquarters of colonial commercial banks.
It is easy to convince its relevance to bank branch numbers in 1945, because it would
be less costly to supervise a branch close to the headquarter. However, the exclusion
restriction of headquarter distance is not plausible. Historical documents suggest that
those commercial banks in the colonial period moved their headquarters as a response

54For example, Hsinchu attracted branches of Hsin-Kao Bank because of its tea industry, but the tea
industry lost its importance during the postwar industrialization. Many regions in Hsinchu did not in-
dustrialize in the early postwar period. Since 1980s, partly because of Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu
shi�ed to be an high-tech cluster of semiconductormanufacturing and othermanufacturing of computer
technology.

55Reconstructionmay beneût urbandevelopment by removing those barriers. SeeHornbeck andKenis-
ton (2017).
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to regional economic shocks.56

ais study proposes a novel instrument: the nearest distance towhere bank founders,
who were also local political elites, lived in early colonial Taiwan (the elite-distance in-
strument, henceforth). Speciûcally, we construct each township’s nearest distance to the
residence of a local elite who was both founder and the ûrst chairman of an incum-
bent commercial bank. We ûrst compute each township’s Euclidean distances to the resi-
dences of four local elites:WangChao-wen(王朝文) forChia-IBank, Li Jing-sheng (李景
盛) forHsin-KaoBank,WuRu-xiang (吳汝祥) forChangHwa Bank, and LanGao-chuan
(藍高川) for First Bank.57 For each township, the elite-distance instrument is deûned to
be the smallest one of four distances.58

Like the distance to a bank headquarter, the elite-distance instrument is a cost-shi�er
for expanding branch networks: it was less costly for a founder to supervise a branch
close to his house, so banks tended to expand branches near its founders. Unlike the
locations of bank headquarterswhichmay be correlatedwith demand shocks, the unique
history of Taiwan provides a basis for this instrument’s exogeneity. First, where those
elites lived in the colonial period ispredetermined in theQingdynasty,which is less likely
to be correlated with regional economic shocks in colonial Taiwan. Second, those local
elites in colonialTaiwanhad strongpolitical incentives to stay in theiroriginal residences,
but such incentives are not relevant to local economic conditions. Historical documents
show that those elites tended to stay in their birthplaces, rarelymoving to a new thriving
region in the colonial era. To illustrate, the founder of the First Bank insisted staying
in Pingtung, while the headquarter of the First Bank moved to Taipei. ae logic behind
this is simple: when staying in the birthplaces, those founders could sustain the political
status of local elites but moving to other regions would make them lose this status and
associated economic rents. As a result, the elite-distance instrument is more plausible
because it is less likely to be correlated with unobserved factors that in�uencing local
economic conditions.

To identify the persistent component of bank networks’ persistent eòects,we use elite
distance and its interactionwith year ûxed eòects as instruments to estimate equation (1)
to explore time paths. Despite the fact that local eliteswould notmove their residences to
response to regional economic shocks, there remain a number of other reasons why the
exclusion restriction may not be satisûed. First, each township’s distances to the elites’

56For example, the headquarter of the First bank had been initially in Pingtung, but it soon shi�ed to
Taipei as the First Bank merged the Taiwan Bank of Saving. Also, Chang Hwa Bank was established in
Changhua, but its headquarter soon moved to Taichung to approach new sugar companies. ae locations
of the headquarters are hardly orthogonal to factors in�uencing local demand conditions.

57ae Founder ofHuaNan Bank, Lin Hsiung-cheng (林熊徵)was not included, because (1) the founder
is beyond local levels and o�en living in mainland China and Japan and (2) Hua Nan Bank was not local
incumbent bank established for serving local enterprises. Details of those banks and their founders are
written in section 2.1.2.

58Addresses of their houses are recorded in 鷹取田一郎 (1916). Geocoding is possible because their
houses remain even today, and become known cultural heritage in Taiwan.
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housesmay be correlated with region-speciûc factors of economic development. To ac-
count for that, we control for county-speciûc time trends. Second, distances to those
elites’ residences may be correlated with distances to other locations with better devel-
opment. In the following IV speciûcationswe control for both distances to Keelung port
and to Kaohsiung Port, two ports that had been treaty ports in Qing Taiwan and served
as most crucial harbors in the colonial era. airdly, the elite-distance instrument may
be correlated with township-level characteristics. To take it into account, we also esti-
mate IV regressionswith panel ûxed eòects to eliminate those unobserved factors of each
township that do not vary with time. In case that those foundersmight directly invest in
or establish new businesses in their birth places and cause better development there, we
also perform several robustness checks dropping township or even counties where they
lived, but such exercises do not change themain results of IV regressions.

Table 5: First-stage Regressions of the Elite Distance Instrument

(1) (2) (3) (4)
CB j CB j CB j CB j

Elite Distance -0.0220∗∗∗ -0.0277∗∗∗ -0.0277∗∗∗ -0.0188∗∗∗
(0.0012) (0.0026) (0.0026) (0.0037)

Control variables
Year Fixed Eòects yes yes yes yes
County Fixed Eòects no yes yes yes
County-speciûc Trends no no yes yes
Distance to Keelung Port no no no yes
Distance to Kaohsiung Port no no no yes
Excluded Instrument F-Statistics 325 111 106 24
Observations 2190 2190 2190 2190
Robust standard errors in parentheses
ais table presents ûrst-stage regressions of CB j on the elite distance instrument.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5 shows ûrst-stage regressions of CB j on elite distance as a single instrument
in diòerent speciûcations. In all speciûcations, coeõcients of point estimates are both
signiûcant and remain stable: a township with longer distance to the nearest residence
of who founded the local commercial banks was exposed to fewer branches. ae F-
statistics of the excluded instrument are also reported. In short, "elite distance" is hardly
a weak instrument.

IV estimates based on the speciûcation of equation 1 without township ûxed eòects
are reported inTable 6. In all columnswe control for county ûxed eòects, county-speciûc
time trends, and both distances to Keelung port as well as to Kaohsiung Port.

Two general patters emerge from Table 6. First, compared to the OLS estimates,
point estimates of the persistent component, β0, in all speciûcations of Table 6 tend to
be larger. Especially for the persistent eòects on industrial andmanufactural output, the
OLS estimates of β0 are negative, while the IV estimates are positive, and the eòects on
manufacturing output also get signiûcantly diòerent from zero. It means that there are
negative selection in OLS estimates ofmanufacturing output.
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Table 6: IV Estimates of Eòects of Colonial Networks on Postwar Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BN jt Pop jt N ind

jt Nmanu
jt Y ind

jt Ymanu
jt

CB j (β0) 1.180∗ 17860.7∗∗∗ 625.1∗∗∗ 185.8∗∗∗ 6942.4 5816.8∗∗
(0.688) (6662.6) (206.3) (62.04) (4478.3) (2835.0)

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 0.369 5713.5 128.6 45.98 -149.6 -652.3
(0.568) (6186.1) (194.4) (60.15) (1878.4) (1421.4)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 0.826 8838.2 318.4 100.6 7344.1∗∗ 5089.7∗∗
(0.636) (6435.1) (211.3) (67.45) (2933.6) (2071.9)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 1.386∗ 11079.6∗ 527.0∗∗ 162.1∗∗ 14845.6∗∗∗ 8745.8∗∗∗
(0.717) (6631.0) (234.6) (77.77) (4327.9) (2726.4)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 3.545∗∗∗ 13268.5∗∗ 1412.0∗∗∗ 191.3∗∗ 42340.2∗∗∗ 20917.2∗∗∗
(0.986) (6716.6) (347.3) (80.21) (9519.7) (5070.0)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 4.858∗∗∗ 15091.6∗∗ 982.3∗∗∗ 180.6∗∗ 34333.4∗∗∗ 15632.9∗∗∗
(1.159) (6856.1) (280.6) (76.34) (8808.9) (4966.7)

Observations 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190
Robust standard errors in parentheses
All regressions include year ûxed eòects, county ûxed eòects, county-speciûc time trends, distance to Keelung Port,
and distance to Kaohsiung Port. ais table presents IV estimates of equation (1) without panel ûxed eòects, based on
elite distance instrument and its interaction terms with year ûxed eòects in the ûrst stage of two-stage least square
estimator.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Second, IV estimates conûrm the self-reinforcing pattern of the persistent eòects
occur a�er the deregulation of bank entry in the 1990s. Before 1990, point estimates
of the dynamic component, β1981 and β1986 for most outcome variables tend to be not
signiûcantly diòerent from zero. It means that persistent eòects of the colonial bank
networks remain constantly before deregulation of bank entry. Since the deregulation of
bank entry, the persistent eòects of the colonial bank networks become self-reinforcing,
that is, β1991, β1996, and β2001 for all outcome variables turn to be signiûcantly positive. It
implies that the role of the bank networks as a historical, inclusive institution becomes
evenmore crucialwhen the state seeks to promote ûnancial deepening through the bank
deregulation.

To check robustness of the IV estimates, we begin by controlling panel ûxed eòect
in order to address unobserved characteristics of each township that do not vary across
time. Since the elite distancewill also be eliminated, the remaining instruments are its in-
teraction terms with time ûxed eòects. IV estimates with panel ûxed eòects are reported
in Table 7. In all speciûcations we also control county-speciûc trends. It is noteworthy
that the point estimates of βt are only slightly larger than the IV estimates without con-
trolling township ûxed eòects, which suggests our original IV estimates in general are
robust even not controlling panel ûxed eòects. Also, the estimates of βt also tend to be
signiûcantly positive since 1990, which is consistent with the ûnding in Table in original
IV estimates.
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Table 7: IV Estimates of Eòects of Colonial Networks on Postwar Outcomes with Panel Fixed Eòects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BN jt Pop jt N ind

jt Nmanu
jt Y ind

jt Ymanu
jt

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 0.369∗∗∗ 5713.5∗ 128.6∗∗∗ 45.98∗∗∗ -149.6 -652.3
(0.112) (3364.9) (37.62) (11.91) (577.7) (472.5)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 0.0180 10218.0∗∗∗ 205.4∗ 111.7∗∗∗ -1527.2 4449.9∗
(0.750) (3822.4) (124.5) (26.19) (10088.1) (2564.2)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 1.171∗∗∗ 11743.7∗∗∗ 501.7∗∗∗ 167.0∗∗∗ 12291.7∗∗∗ 8729.0∗∗∗
(0.411) (3841.8) (105.7) (39.26) (4638.2) (2047.2)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 3.545∗∗∗ 13268.5∗∗∗ 1412.0∗∗∗ 191.3∗∗∗ 42340.2∗∗∗ 20917.2∗∗∗
(0.671) (3974.7) (223.4) (43.99) (8699.4) (4372.7)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 4.858∗∗∗ 15091.6∗∗∗ 982.3∗∗∗ 180.6∗∗∗ 34333.4∗∗∗ 15632.9∗∗∗
(0.888) (4194.7) (156.4) (40.11) (7999.8) (4343.8)

Observations 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190
Robust standard errors in parentheses
ais table presents IV estimates with panel ûxed eòects, based on elite distance instrument and its interaction terms
with year ûxed eòects in the ûrst stage of two-stage least square estimator. All regressions include year ûxed eòects,
county-speciûc time trends, and panel ûxed eòects.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

In addition to each township’s unobserved characteristics, those townships nearby
the residences of these bank foundersmay have experienced better development because
of bank founders’ own investments, because tose bank founders, as local elites,may pa-
tronize villagers bymaking more investments in their birthplaces in the colonial period.
Concerning this, we also perform IV estimates not only with panel ûxed eòects but also
in the subsample excluding townships in the same counties where those bank founders
lived. Intuitively, such unobserved persistent eòects caused by regional investments of
these bank founders should concentrate only its political territory. ae identiûcation as-
sumption turns out to be that, once we control panel ûxed eòects, time ûxed eòects, and
county-speciûc time trends, our instruments are fairly exogenous for the townships far
away from bank founders’ residences, because those places are free from the political and
economic in�uences of those local elites. IV estimates in this subsample are presented
in Table 8.
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Table 8: IV Estimates of Eòects of Colonial Networks on Postwar Outcomes with Panel Fixed Eòects
(Subsample)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BN jt Pop jt N ind

jt Nmanu
jt Y ind

jt Ymanu
jt

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 0.310∗∗ 7440.9∗ 118.3∗∗∗ 34.67∗∗∗ -1066.7∗∗ -1344.4∗∗
(0.125) (4422.7) (43.52) (12.06) (516.5) (527.7)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 0.721∗∗∗ 10910.6∗∗ 312.6∗∗∗ 95.42∗∗∗ 4944.8∗∗∗ 3811.4∗∗∗
(0.212) (4645.8) (66.22) (28.70) (1087.7) (1025.0)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 1.228∗∗∗ 13935.4∗∗∗ 590.0∗∗∗ 168.3∗∗∗ 12776.2∗∗∗ 8626.3∗∗∗
(0.311) (4903.3) (110.7) (46.87) (2773.2) (2341.1)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 3.395∗∗∗ 16274.2∗∗∗ 1458.3∗∗∗ 194.6∗∗∗ 33250.6∗∗∗ 18177.5∗∗∗
(0.652) (5115.8) (235.2) (52.77) (6073.3) (4608.3)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 4.629∗∗∗ 18534.9∗∗∗ 1028.3∗∗∗ 181.7∗∗∗ 27152.6∗∗∗ 13716.4∗∗∗
(0.810) (5413.6) (165.9) (48.22) (6173.5) (4877.9)

Observations 1662 1662 1662 1662 1662 1662
Robust standard errors in parentheses
ais table presents IV estimateswith panel ûxed eòects, based on elite distance instrument and its interaction terms
with year ûxed eòects in the ûrst stage of two-stage least square estimator. All regressions include year ûxed eòects,
county-speciûc time trends, and panel ûxed eòects. In this subsample we drop those counties where bank founders
lived.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

4.2 Do the colonial bank networks reduce spatial frictions of �rms?

We have shown that those townships connected to the colonial bank networks tend to
havemore bank branches in the postwar era. If the path-dependence of bank expansion
reduces spatial frictions of searching funds for local entrepreneurs, we should observe
that those townships tend to have more ûrms accessing to credit as well. Table 9 con-
ûrm the implication of our hypothesis. Column 1-3 presents results that those townships
with more nearby commercial bank branches in 1945 tend to havemore establishments
with loans in postwar industrialization, an empirical tendency that is robust to diòerent
estimators and inclusion of panel ûxed eòects.

Moreover,we examinewhether those townships connected to the colonial bank net-
work have higher percentage of ûrms with loans. Estimation results in Column 4-6 also
imply that those townships have higher percentage of ûrms with loans. ae IV estimate
of β0 in Column 5 suggests that increasing one prewar branch within a 10-km distance
band permanently increase 1 percentage of ûrms accessing to loans, which is about 10%
compared to the mean. ae eòects also get pronounced a�er the bank deregulations in
the early 1990s. In 2001, the IV estimates of β0 and β2001 suggest that the size of eòects
even triples, which is in sum about 30% compared to themean of the full sample.
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Table 9: Loan Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
N loan

jt N loan
jt N loan

jt Loan% Loan% Loan%
CB j (β0) 40.00∗∗∗ 49.51∗ 0 0.00666∗∗∗ 0.0182∗∗ 0

(6.455) (27.52) (.) (0.00132) (0.00832) (.)

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 22.82∗∗ 20.42 20.42∗∗ -0.0000567 -0.00158 -0.00308
(11.37) (18.91) (9.104) (0.00216) (0.00898) (0.00823)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 26.08∗∗ 28.77 0.268 -0.00148 0.00894 0.00728
(12.35) (19.65) (35.42) (0.00183) (0.00964) (0.00811)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 70.00∗∗∗ 74.97∗∗∗ 67.39∗∗∗ -0.00188 0.0123 0.0130
(19.58) (23.62) (19.27) (0.00232) (0.0113) (0.0102)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 283.2∗∗∗ 339.1∗∗∗ 339.1∗∗∗ -0.000381 0.0102 0.0109
(41.71) (59.60) (52.29) (0.00184) (0.00996) (0.00895)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 190.4∗∗∗ 254.2∗∗∗ 254.2∗∗∗ -0.00184 0.0241∗ 0.0248∗∗
(32.04) (48.33) (40.95) (0.00197) (0.0124) (0.0118)

Observations 2190 2190 2190 2176 2176 2176
Estimator OLS IV IV OLS IV IV
Panel Fixed Eòects No No Yes No No Yes
Standard errors in parentheses
note
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

4.3 Decentralized Industrialization in Rural Areas

Earlier studies have noticed that decentralized industrialization in rural areas are ex-
tremely important in Taiwan development. Ho (1979) argues that rapid increase in rural
manufacturing employment is the key to reducing massive poverty during rapid indus-
trialization. Ranis (1979, pp.228-229) attributes this spatial pattern to labor-intensive
nature for several Taiwanesemanufacturing industries, arguing that rural location of in-
dustries were formed for its "closeness to a large pool of cheap labors."

Our hypothesis suggests that the extensive bank networks in rural areas would re-
duce frictions of searching funds to establish new businesses for rural entrepreneurs.
To examine this, we test whether the colonial bank networks contribute to rural indus-
trialization. We deûne rural areas as townships with the number of population in 1955
that is smaller than the median among townships. We then run IV regressions with
full sets of control variables on the sample containing only those townships identiûed as
rural areas, and the IV estimates are reported in Table 10. Clearly even in rural areas,
those townships with more prewar branches in a 10-km distance band tended to have
more industrial activities and higher industrial output in the postwar period. ae self-
reinforcing pattern also getsmore pronounced since the 1990 deregulation of bank entry.
In terms of size of long-run eòects of colonial networks, In 2001, with onemore nearby
commercial bank branch in a 10-km distance band, a township in rural areas on average
has about threemore branches aswell as 1000more industrial establishments (including
200moremanufacturing ones). Results from the rural subsample also conûrm the im-
portance of colonial legacy that local elites established commercial banks in rural areas,
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and the persistent eòects become evenmore important in rural townships as time passes
by.59

Table 10: IV Estimates of Eòects of Colonial Networks on Postwar Outcomes in Rural Areas

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BN jt Pop jt N ind

jt Nmanu
jt Y ind

jt Ymanu
jt

CB j (β0) 0.0607 13162.2∗∗∗ 164.4∗ 35.70 1466.7 932.6
(0.214) (3937.1) (87.82) (28.27) (1659.0) (1423.6)

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 0.120 2669.6 111.8 40.15∗ -264.8 -366.0
(0.165) (4089.9) (74.26) (23.96) (584.1) (562.0)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 0.351∗∗ 5454.6 246.7∗∗ 92.22∗∗ 4374.3∗∗∗ 4162.6∗∗∗
(0.170) (4256.6) (96.66) (36.11) (1332.6) (1294.4)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 0.652∗∗∗ 8303.7∗ 399.4∗∗∗ 162.6∗∗∗ 8474.8∗∗∗ 7296.2∗∗∗
(0.215) (4418.2) (125.4) (53.35) (1959.3) (1835.0)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 1.841∗∗∗ 10975.2∗∗ 917.2∗∗∗ 202.3∗∗∗ 22649.4∗∗∗ 17112.6∗∗∗
(0.379) (4465.8) (190.9) (58.17) (4643.2) (4003.1)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 2.831∗∗∗ 12814.3∗∗∗ 755.3∗∗∗ 190.3∗∗∗ 16082.1∗∗∗ 11235.7∗∗∗
(0.531) (4553.6) (151.1) (54.50) (3766.3) (3337.7)

Observations 1062 1062 1062 1062 1062 1062
Robust standard errors in parentheses
All regressions include year ûxed eòects, county ûxed eòects, county-speciûc time trends, distance to
Keelung Port, and distance to Kaohsiung Port. ais table presents IV estimates of equation (1) without
panel ûxed eòects in rural areas, based on elite distance instrument and its interaction terms with year
ûxed eòects in the ûrst stage of two-stage least square estimator. Rural areas are deûned to be those town-
ships with number of registered population in 1955 lower than the median. Population data in 1955 only
include townships in Taiwan province during that time, so townships of Fukien province are not included.
Censuses in early years do not contain establishments in a few townships and township-level outcome
variables aremissing for those townships, so observations for some columns are 1061 instead of 1062.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

4.4 Boosting Exports Through the Colonial Bank Networks

Export orientation is another feature ofTaiwan industrialization. Olds (2009) havenoted
that numerous export industries inTaiwan are "speed-intensive"where small enterprises
dominated. ae propaganda of the Nationalist government o�en attributes the success
of export expansion to a few Export Processing Zones (EPZs) established by the govern-
ment. However, as Ranis (1979) points out, suchEPC only concentrated in port cities and
soon lost its importance in the 1960s.60 Scott (1979, pp.339) further indicates that ûrms
in EPC, instead of being labor intensive, were inclined to be "technology-intensive" to
"avoid competitions with Taiwan’s existing export industries." Can the persistent eòects

59Empirical results in rural areas are robust to diòerent deûnitions of rural areas. For example, rural
areasmay be deûned as townshipswith population density in 1955 that is less than themedian. Ranis (1979,
p.230) ’s deûnition of rural areas treats all cites as ubban and hsien as rural.

60Exports fromEPZs amounted to about 5% ofTaiwan’s total exports, or atmost 15% if backward-linkage
exports were included. Scott (1979, pp.337-339).
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of the colonial bank networks, in part, explain the rise of Taiwan’smain manufacturing
and export industries?

Given that the government continue imposing selective credit polices on the do-
mestic banks to ûnance manufacturing and export industries (Shea and Yang, 1994),
our hypothesis implies that the extensive colonial bank networks, through the path-
dependence of postwar bank expansion, improve the government’s capacity to imple-
ment such selective credit policies.

Weprovide suggestive evidence that colonial banknetworkshave impacts on such se-
lective credit polices in Figure 3. We divide townships into two groups based onwhether
there is at least one commercial bank brach within 10-km distance band in 1945. In both
groups, the percentage ofmanufacturing ûrmswith loans is constantly higher than non-
manufacturing ûrms, suggesting the existence of selective credit polices. In either group,
those townships connected to the colonial bank networks have a higher percentage of
ûrms with loans. And more importantly, the percentage of manufacturing ûrms with
loans in the townships connected to the colonial bank networks is the highest among all
categories, which suggests that the colonial bank networks play a crucial role in credit
selective polices to promote exporting manufacturers.

Figure 3: Loanrate

To identify the causal eòects of the colonial bank networks on export-oriented devel-
opment, we run similar IV regressions on township-level outcome variables aggregated
by establishments in themain export industries,where N ex

jt , Y
ex
jt , N

Loanex
jt , and Loanex%

represent, in themain export industries, the number of establishments themanufactur-
ing output, the number ofmanufacturing establishments with loans, and the percentage
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of ofmanufacturing establishments with loans, respectively.61

Results from Table 11, in turn, conûrm the implication of our hypothesis. Connect-
ing to the colonial bank networks in 1945 not only persistent causesmore establishments
and output in the main export industries in a township, but also causes more local en-
trepreneurs to get credit. Quantitively, establishing onemore branch within 10-km dis-
tance band in 1945 will increase about 7 percentage points of Loanex , or about 35% in-
crease compared to themean of Loanex (=20.9%).

To summarize, we have shown that the colonial bank networks have persistent ef-
fects on export-orientation of Taiwan industrialization, particularly through enlarging
the eòects of credit selective polices implemented by the postwar government to ûnance
exports. ais is consistent with our argument: the inclusive, historical institutions boost
the state capacity of the Nationalist government to promote industrialization.

5 Examining Channels in Establishment-Level Data

ais section seeks to examine which channels of persistent eòects work by examining
establishment-level outcomes, with summary statistics of full samples reported in Table
2 and ofmanufacturing subsamples in Table 3. Data in the level of establishments give a
more nuanced picture on how institutional channels in�uences ûrms’ behavior.

We begin by checking whether accessing to loans improve ûrm(establishment) per-
formance. our baseline speciûcations, which are similar to Gregg (2020)’s in her study
of factories, are:

log(Y)i jst = ϕ1Loani jst + ζ1Xi jst + µ1i jst (2)

log(K)i jst = ϕ2Loani jst + ζ2Xi jst + µ2i jst (3)

log(K/L)i jst = ϕ3Loani jst + ζ3Xi jst + µ3i jst (4)

log(Y/L)i jst = ϕ4Loani jst + ζ4Xi jst + µ4i jst (5)

t f pi jst = ϕ5Loani jst + ζ5Xi jst + µ5i jst (6)

where i, j, s, t indexes ûrms, townships, 2-digit industry codes, and census years, respec-
tively. Loani jst is the indicator variable to identify whether an establishment has loans,

61Ministry of Economics Aòairs’s database of export order survey lists particular product categories
which in sum have accounted for more 60% exports since 1984: chemicals, plastic and rubber products,
textile products, basic metals products, electronic products, machineries, electrical machineries, trans-
port Equipments information and communication products, optical, photographic, and cinematographic
apparatus, andmineral products. Each category, exceptmineral products, corresponds to a particular in-
dustry code of manufacturing industries. aere are many other "speed-intensive" industries which was
aggregated in "others" category in the export order survey, but they weremostly somemanufacturing in-
dustries. ae causal eòects of the colonial bank networks onmanufacturing industries as awhole has been
explored in the previous sections, and thus exercises here simply focuses onmain export industrieswhich
we can identify.
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Table 11: IV Estimates of Persistent Eòects on Main Export Industries

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N ex

jt Y ex
jt NLoanex

jt Loanex%
CB j (β0) 137.1∗∗∗ 4583.2∗ 18.73∗∗ 0.0778∗

(48.17) (2391.1) (8.484) (0.0437)

CB j×d1981 (β1981) 30.35 -348.2 5.872 -0.0431
(44.36) (1160.9) (5.935) (0.0379)

CB j×d1986 (β1986) 69.66 3256.6∗∗ 12.65∗ -0.0240
(50.27) (1599.9) (6.801) (0.0353)

CB j×d1991 (β1991) 126.3∗∗ 6345.8∗∗∗ 24.69∗∗∗ 0.0261
(60.41) (2131.4) (8.668) (0.0397)

CB j×d1996 (β1996) 159.6∗∗ 15739.0∗∗∗ 43.81∗∗∗ -0.00636
(64.23) (4064.9) (12.19) (0.0395)

CB j×d2001 (β2001) 155.9∗∗ 12932.3∗∗∗ 52.98∗∗∗ -0.0531
(61.90) (4245.6) (14.76) (0.0356)

Observations 2190 2190 2190 1916
Robust standard errors in parentheses
All regressions include year ûxed eòects, county ûxed eòects, county-speciûc time
trends, distance to Keelung Port, and distance to Kaohsiung Port. ais table presents
IV estimates of equation (1)without panel ûxed eòects, based on elite distance instru-
ment and its interaction terms with year ûxed eòects in the ûrst stage of two-stage
least square estimator.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

CN j is number of bank brancheswithin 10 kilometers for each township in the end of the
colonial era, Xi jst denotes control variables including Pop jt , the number of population
in a township, N ind

jt , the number of non-agricultural establishments, time ûxed eòects,
county ûxed eòects, their interaction terms, industry ûxed eòects, and to control size
of ûrms, each establishment’s output, labor input, and capital input. µ1i jst , µ2i jst , µ3i jst ,
µ4i jst , µ5i jst are i.i.d establishment-level shocks in�uencing ûrmperformance but econo-
metricians cannot observe. For the outcome variables of interest, log(Y)i jst , log(K)i jst ,
log(K/L)i jst , log(Y/L)i jst , and tfpi jst denotes log establishment output, log capital in-
put per unit of labor input, log labor productivity, and log total factor productivity, re-
spectively.

Based on our conjecture, accessing to loans allows ûrms to expand their output by
acquiring powerful machines ormaking other ûxed investments, consequently enhanc-
ing ûrms’ capital-labor ratio and labor productivity. Eòects on total factor productivity
consists of twoparts. On the onehand,we expect to see ûrmswithhigher total factorpro-
ductivity aremore likely to get loans. One the other hand, causal eòects of loans on ûrms’
total factor productivity, resembling the case of ûrm incorporation in Gregg (2020), are
neutral because ûrmswith loansmay tend to expand revenues by gainingmoremachines
rather than improving Hicks-neutral total factor productivity (e.g. improving manage-
ment). Causal eòects of loans on total factor productivity are even possibly negative, if
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accessing to bank credit implies additional administration costs (e.g. accounting) to deal
with bank branch managers.

In pooled OLS estimates below, since there are both eòects of treatment and selec-
tion, we predict that point estimates of having loans on all outcome variables of interest,
including total factor productivity, are positive. It isworthnoting thatOLS estimatesmay
also be biased downward, becausemost establishments in Taiwan are small andmedium
ûrms and their size limit them to adoptmany eõcient operations.62 Table 12 reportsOLS
estimates of the baseline speciûcations. In even columns only establishments in manu-
facturing sector are included in samples. Positive coeõcients in column 1 and 2 suggest
that in general output of ûrmswith loans on average are 121%(= 100 ⋅{e0.797−1}%) higher
than thosewithout loans, and the diòerence between two groups ismuch larger in man-
ufacturing industries. Further, capital inputs per worker and labor productivity of ûrms
with loans are each about 25% and 32% higher. Similarly, the size of eòects on manufac-
turing establishments are larger.

AlthoughOLS estimates on total factor are positive, its sizes and patterns are diòerent
from others. In general, ûrms with loans are only 6% higher in total factor productivity,
and in column 6 the size of coeõcient drops dramatically. For establishments in manu-
facturing industries, having loans only implies 0.5% higher in total factor productivity.
Overall, results above show that ûrms in manufacturing industrieswith loans tend to ex-
pand production through accumulating more capital inputs. Pooled OLS estimates also
indicate how bank credit are involved in massive accumulation of input factors during
the East Asian industrialization.

We next examinewhether the colonial bank networks in�uence ûrmperformance by
makingmore local entrepreneurs get loans. Table 13 reports IV estimates of direct eòects
of loans on ûrmperformance based on the elite-distance instrument,which could be in-
terpreted as pass-through of casual eòects from geographical variation of cost of branch
entry in the early colonial era to ûrms’ ûnancial opportunities in the postwar period.
Since we cannot eliminate ûrm-level omitted variable due to limits of data, the inter-
pretation of coeõcients of Table 13 should be cautious, because the substantially larger
magnitude heremay well re�ect a violation of the IV identiûcation assumptions. Getting
loans induce ûrms to expand output and labor productivity by acquiringmore capital in-
puts. Eòects of getting loans on total factor productivity remains zero, which suggests
that positive correlations of t f pi jst in OLS estimates tends to be positive selection.

To summarize, empirical exercises above consistently suggest that (1) getting bank
credit enables ûrms to expand output through increasing capital inputs per worker and
labor productivity, and (2) ûrms with higher total factor productivity tended be selected
to have bank credits, bu there is no evidence that getting credit induces ûrms to improve

62Although the average number of employees for ûrmswith loans is 23,which is higher than the number
for ûrmswithout loans, 6.5, a ûrmhiring less than 50 employee is still considered to be a small andmedium
business in Taiwan.
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total factor productivity.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that inclusive institutions are essential in Taiwan industrialization. Es-
tablished by local elites, bank networks in colonial Taiwan expanded extensively to meet
demand of funds for local entrepreneurs. ae colonial ûnancial institution have persis-
tently impacted how the postwar government exhibited its state capacity through the
banking industry. Our hypothesis can also explain particular patterns of Taiwan in-
dustrialization: rural orientation and export orientation. We conûrm that the colonial
bank networks have positive impacts on decentralized industrialization in rural areas,
as well as boosting exports by enlarging the Nationalist government’s selective credit
policies to promote exports. Due to past-dependence of postwar bank expansion, local
entrepreneurs near the colonial bank networks were more likely to get loans, so they
could expand output by accumulating more capital inputs.

ais study sheds light on the direction of future studies of exploringwhat lies behind
rapid industrialization in East Asian economies. To illustrate, how do institutions im-
pact on the performance of large-scale economic plans in Taiwan during the 1970s (Ten
Major Construction Projects)? Do land reforms in the 1950s aòect rural industrializa-
tion? How do these historical institutions in�uence Taiwanese industrial polices, such as
the Nationalist government’s "winner-picking strategy" to intervene in a list of strategic
industries (like semiconductor industry) in the 1980s? Beyond Taiwan’s own experience,
for South Korea, how do the Japanese legacies shape its path of industrial development?
For Singapore, have the impacts of some historical polices implemented by the British
colonial bureaucrats, like massive public housing, persisted today? Or much unnotice-
ably, do extractive institutions established either by the Nationalist government, or by
the Japanese army in mainland China, have any impact on China in the postwar era?
aose questions are beyond the scope of this paper, but anew roads lie ahead.
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A Bank Founders

ae following brie�y introduces the foundation of those indigenous commercial banks:63

1. First Bank: ae First Bankwas built in Pingtung in 1910 by local elites in Pingtung
with some Japanese shareholders inTaipei. Among thoseTaiwanese founders, Lan
Gao-chuan(藍高川), whose ancestors were the pioneers of Ligang (a rural area in
Pingtung),was the one of themost prominent Taiwanese elites in colonial Taiwan,
and he kept serving the director of the First Bank in the early Japanese era.64 Ini-
tially, the aim of opening the First Bank was to supply credit to local businesses in
southern and central Taiwan. Since most Japanese co-founders of the First Bank
were also the shareholders of theTaiwanBank of Saving inTaipei, the colonial gov-
ernment encouraged two banks to merge. A�ermerging in 1912, the headquarter
of the First Bank moved to Taipei, but Lan still lived in Pingtung.In Pingtung, the
First Bank opened new branches not only in Pingtung city, where modern sugar
plantswas built in 1910, but also in other rural areas of Pingtung, especially around
Ligang. In 1923, the First Bank acquired two local banks, Chia-I Bank and Hsin-
Kao Bank, and became the largest private commercial bank with widest branch
networks fro southern Taiwan (Pingtung), the central part (the networks of Chai-
I Bank), the Northwest part (the networks of Hsin-Kao Bank), and to the North-
eastern corner.

2. ChangHwa Bank: ChangHwa Bankwas built byWuRu-xiang (吳汝祥) as the ûrst
chairperson with other elites in central Taiwan who used the government bonds
as compensation for the 1904 land reform as collateral. Wu Ru-xiang was a typ-
ical local gentry: he personally held the title of Shengyuan, the lowest-level de-
gree in the Qing imperial examination, and his father was one of the few gentry
in Qing Taiwan earning Jinshi, the highest degree of the examination. aey ini-
tially set the headquarter of bank in Changhua, but soon moved its headquarter
to Taichung city to get near Japanese sugar companies in Taichung.65 While the
new headquarterwas not in Changhau anymore,manymeetingswere still held in
ChangHwa, becauseWu and other founders, as local gentry, tended to stay in their

63ae historical accounts below are drawn frommultiple sources together. First-handmaterials include
banks’ own publications on its historical development:臺灣銀行 (1991),華南銀行 (1987),彰化銀行 (1967),
第一銀行 (1969), and第一銀行 (1999). We also use鷹取田一郎 (1916) for background of bank founders.
Second-hand sources include葉榮鐘 (2002) on earlier development for Chang Hwa Bank and Hsin-Kao
Bank,張怡敏 (2016) for FirstBank, and張怡敏 (2011) forChia-IBank. Additionally許雪姬 (2011) provides
a short review of Lin family who foundedHau Nan Bank.

64Lan Gao-chuan had a famous ancestor with deep political in�uence in Taiwan, Lan Ding-yuan, who
advise theQing government how to rule Taiwan in the earlyQing period. For example, it had been illegal
to migrate frommainland China to Taiwan until the reform in 1731. ais reform was indeed promoted by
Lan Ding-yuan.

65For instance, the Japanese Imperial Sugar Company (帝國製糖株氏會社)was founded in Taichung in
1910.
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hometowns.66 ae branch networks concentrated in central Taiwan, especially in
Taichung and Changhua.

3. Chia-I Bank: Chia-I Bankwas established byWangChao-wen (王朝文) and other
local Hakka elites inChia-Iwho also operated sugar businesses.67 ae aimof Chia-
I Bank was to promote local economic development by reducing costs to access
funds. It later expanded its branches around Chia-I to provide loans to sugar-
plant owners. In 1923, the Chia-I bank was acquired by the First Bank, and the
branch networks remained.

4. Hsin-Kao Bank: Hsin-Kao Bankwas founded by Li Jing-sheng (李景盛) and other
teamerchants in Twatutia in 1916.68 Hsin-Kao bank aimed to supply loans to the
tea industry, so it expanded branches towardmountainous areas in northern Tai-
wan to get near tea producers. Like Chia-I Bank, itwas acquired by the First Bank
in 1923, and the branch networks remained.

5. Hua Nan Bank: Invited by the Japanese colonial government, Hua Nan Bank was
founded in 1919 by LinHsiung-cheng (林熊徵),whowas the head of Lin BenYuan
Family, one of the richest andmost powerful families inTaiwan over both theQing
era and the colonial period.69 Unlike other commercial banks listed above, Hua
Nan Bank mainly expanded overseas to supply loans to Japanese businessmen in
China or Southeastern Asian countries. Its headquarter was in Taipei, but there
wereno other branches inTaiwan in 1920s. HuaNanBank slowly opened branches
in Taiwan in 1930s. Up to the end of the colonial period, it had 13 branches in
Taiwan.70

66Based on chronicle of events of Chang Hwa Bank in葉榮鐘 (2002) and彰化銀行 (1967), the colonial
oõcials likeHiroshi Shimomura (下村宏) o�en came toChanghua, instead of Taichung, to holdmeetings
withWu Ru-xiang and other local elites. ais provides historical evidence that those local elites tended to
stay in where they lived and why earlier bank branches would expand near their residences.

67Similar to the Lan family who opened the First Bank,WangChao-Wen had a fatherwith high position
in theQing empire,WangDe-lu,who had been a provincial navy commander in Fujian. WangDe-lu later
earned the highest-ranked title of honor for the Taiwanese elites in the Qing ear, Tai Tze Tai Bao (literally
meaning the teacher of the prince). His birthplace was renamed as Taibao in Japanese Taiwan and today
Taibao township.

68Li Jing-sheng’s father, Li Chun-sheng (李春生), had been a great businessman inQing Taiwan, joined
to building Tapei citiy in the late Qing period. Since Li Chung-sheng helped the Japanese government to
rule Taipei by coordinating other Taiwanese elites, it was appointed as a councilor of Taipei.

69See許雪姬 (2011) for the history of Lin family.
70From 1945 to 1948, however, theNationalist government allowedHuaNan Bank to massively opened

branches. ae number of its branches increased from 13 to about 60. Other surviving banks did not enjoy
the same allowance ofmassive expansion. See華南銀行 (1987).
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